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pass is an art, and some let his teammates formed the final score, and some even though the final calculation is not an assist, but in
the scene can still give us a lot of enjoyment. Many passing and assists as the characteristics of their own players in NBA history,
respected status such as Magic Johnson, the general status such as white chocolate Williams, eccentric position such as center of
passer Vlade Divac, blockbuster now became the coach, Kells and so on. The following is a carefully selected history of the ten
legendary pass master: tenth: Scales - Scott key words: single field assists record 1990 December 30th magic team to create the
NBA single field 30 assists record so far no one broke ninth: frady diwaci - key words: Princeton < p > speaking of assists, you can
not fail to mention the Princeton, speaking of Princeton, you can not fail to mention Vlade Divac, and later Brad Miller. Is that they let
pass this art is not limited to the diminutive guard, big man can also has a very beautiful play, and in the scene are often due to
particularity, it is more pleasing to the eye. Actually before the accession of king, Vlade Divac's passing ability is very good, in the
1994-95 season the Lakers, his field all number of assists is 4.11 times, and in 2003-04 king and his assists reached astonishing
5.3 times. eighth: Isiah - Thomas Keywords: and < br / > now in the League at the hottest point guard Chris Paul, many people put
seen that he is a "smiling Assassin". So, did not experience the late eighties of the last century Thomas of the most glorious
moments we, as far as can start their own imagination and memory the guy the. He finally left us a figure of 9061 in the league in
assists, of course, you must be selective forgetting this time he retired as head coach and manager in New York. seventh: Michael -
Jordan Key words: This is a NBA mentioned can't avoid the name of the God of basketball, Michael - Jordan. We chose him to our
list, because he represents a large number of the league's top players, they not only can follow one's inclinations of the score, can
also use their own comprehensive secondary attack teammate, finished the race, such as later Bryant, McGrady, James, and so on,
while Jordan is among those who most remarkable representative. Every God's fans will never forget that in the 1988-89 season,
Jordan to and anger, in 11 games 10 times with a triple double, including continuous seven games, passing and assists, here seems
like a rubber mud, allowing Jordan at the mercy of. sixth: Oscar - Robertson
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